New On Video & DVD
Reno 911: Miami Comedy Central’s cult-favorite COPS-spoof series, RENO 911! comes to the big
screen with RENO 911!: MIAMI. The film follows members of the Reno P.D. as they desert the
bright flashing lights of the biggest little city in the world for sand and surf and an invitation to the
annual police officers’ convention. It will come as no surprise to regular RENO-watchers that the
incompetent police force--led by the earnest, hot-pants-wearing Lt. Jim Dangle (Thomas Lennon)--hit
an administrative snag, and aren’t allowed into the convention. But the crew decides to make the most
of their multi-hour bus trip to Florida, until an emergency call to duty cuts their impromptu vacation
short: they are expected to keep the peace in Miami while the rest of the nation’s police forces are
quarantined due to a biochemical warfare attack on the convention center. Finding themselves way out
of their league in a high-tech police station and Mustang patrol cars, the Reno cops ineptly stumble
through Miami, leaving destruction and hilarity in their wake. Fox
The Secret Nimh Don Bluth's The Secret Of NIMH is an exquisitely drawn, colorfully animated feature about Mrs. Brisby, a brave mother field mouse who struggles to save her family's home from a
farmer's plow. She soon discovers she needs the help of the strange, intelligent rats who live beneath
the nearby rosebush in an intricate city. But when the timid but determined Mrs. Brisby discovers the
astounding wonders of NIMH, it could change her life forever. From the Hitchcockian flashback
sequence revealing the rats' secret to the moral questions raised about animal testing, this film is a
beautiful example of how animation can expertly tell a gripping story while still remaining appropriate and entertaining for children. Widely considered to be Bluth's masterpiece, THE SECRET OF
NIMH features a strong cast of vocal talent, including Derek Jacobi, John Carradine, Dom DeLuise,
Elizabeth Hartman, Wil Wheaton, and Shannen Doherty. MGM
The Verdict Collector's Edition Sidney Lumet directs Paul Newman as an alcoholic lawyer whose
once-promising legal career is on the skids and who gets and one last chance to prove himself in this
tense courtroom drama. Frank Galvin (Newman) can't even scare up clients anymore until a colleague
Mickey Morrissey (Jack Warden) helps him out by passing a routine malpractice case his way. Frank
is just going through the motions until he meets the victim, a woman who has suffered complications
during childbirth and is now reduced to a permanently comatose state. Rejecting the Catholic hospital's offer of a financial settlement, Frank decides to take the case to court, battling both for his client's
rights and for his own dignity. Newman gives the finest performance of his career. Fox
The Hustler Collector’s Edition Paul Newman scores as tragic, flawed pool hustler "Fast Eddie
Felson" in a brooding drama that explores the synergies between good and evil, love and desperation.
Felson tours the country hustling games -- even challenging reigning champion Minnesota Fats (a fabulous Jackie Gleason). Co-starring Piper Laurie and George C. Scott, The Hustler was followed 30
years later by the sequel The Color of Money, starring Newman and Tom Cruise. Rack 'em up! Fox
Fantastic 4 Extended Edition In this thrill-filled live-action Marvel Comics adaptation, director Tim
Story balances comedy, romantic intrigue, special effects, high action, and even scientific trivia for a
rounded Fantastic Four. Here, Mister Fantastic (Ioan Gruffudd), Invisible Woman (Jessica Alba), The
Human Torch (Chris Evans), and The Thing (Michael Chiklis) come together on a space mission that
goes wrong. The ship's owner (Julian McMahon)--who later transforms into evil Doctor Doom--refuses to abort the mission during a solar storm, which electrifies the ship and its entire crew, causing radical changes to their DNA. Back on earth, the transformed "heroes" adjust to their new powers, which
are specific to their personalities. Mister Fantastic, who lacks assertion, has stretchy limbs of rubber.
Invisible Woman, who loves Fantastic but thinks he can't see her for who she really is, does a disappearing act. The Human Torch, an immature guy who is brimming with energy, can burst into flames.
And finally, The Thing, a great friend who is as solid as a rock, actually turns into one--and loses his
wife due to his weighty disposition. Holing up in Fantastic's scientific lab where they run experiments
on themselves in hopes of changing back to normal, the crew learns that Doctor Doom--who is so
power hungry that he turns into metal and is able to conduct electrical currents--poses a serious threat.
The heroes quickly master their abilities and channel their scientific smarts for one truly fantastic
five-way face-off. Visually, action sequences give way to tranquil interludes such as the New York
City skyline with the Fantastics' lab glowing atop a skyscraper, while plot-wise, the interplay between
the characters brings a human element to the film, with some touching moments from The Thing. At
the end, a door is left open for what could be a super sequel. Note This release features both the regular version and the seamlessly branched extended edition. Extras Alternate Scenes - Extended &
Deleted Scenes (10) Featurettes - Silver Surfer Featurette Trailers Fantastic Four: Rise Of The Silver
Surfer, Theatrical Teaser, Theatrical Trailer, TV Spots, Disc 2: Fantastic Four - Supplemental Material
Additional Release Material: Behind the Scenes "Heroes Are Born: Making of Fantastic Four", "The
Baxter Building: Declassified", "From Comic Book to Film". Documentaries "The World's Greatest
Comic Magazine", "Jack Kirby - Storyteller". Fox
Stone Cold Going undercover to infiltrate an outlaw biker gang, a cop poses as an ex-con biker to win
the trust of the diabolical gang leader. As a member of the gang he learns that they're plotting a paramilitary assault on the state capitol to rescue a gang member sentenced to execution. Now he's up
against the gang all alone. Fox
The Rat Patrol Season 2 A vintage television drama about a group of commandos stationed in
Northern Africa during WWII, Rat Patrol follows Sergeant Sam Troy (Christopher George) and his
three soldiers (Gary Raymond, Lawrence P. Casey, and Justin Tarr) as they try to defeat their enemy,
Hauptmann Dietrich (Eric Braeden). Armed with Jeeps and machine guns, as well as their inexhaustible courage, the four men execute stunts and go on exciting, dangerous missions. The daring
commandos of the Long Range Desert Group, also known as the Rat Patrol, take on the German army
in North Africa in the second season of this classic series. Led by Sgt. Sam Troy (Christopher
George), the four-man squad specializes in desert warfare and audacious raids, often carrying out their
missions deep behind enemy lines. This season, the Rats rescue Troy from an enemy fort, track down
a kidnapped boy and capture a German tank. Disk 1 includes the following episodes: "The Truce at
Aburah Raid," "The David and Goliath Raid," "The Trial by Fire Raid," "The Darers Go First Raid,"
"The Love Thine Enemy Raid," "The Darkest Raid," "The Death Do Us Part Raid" and "The Do-ReMe Raid." Additional Actors: Joseph Turkel, Manfred Lating, Milton Selzer, Gale Garnett, Susanne
Cramer, Alfred Ryder, Pippa Scott, Barry Robins, Stanley Waxman, Harvey Jason, Jack Jones. Disk 2
includes the following episodes: "The Kingdom Come Raid," "The Hide-and-Go-Seek Raid," "The
Violent Truce Raid," "The Fifth Wheel Raid," "The Two If by Sea Raid," "The Street Urchins Raid"
and "The Pipeline to Disaster Raid." Additional Actors: Matt Clark, Bruce Glover, Howard Caine,
Paul Stevens, Kamala Devi, Ben Wright, Michael Tolan, John Myhers, Gerald Michenaud, Rica
Diallina, John Anderson. Disk 3 includes the following episodes: "The Boomerang Raid," "The Fatal
Reunion Raid," "The Decoy Raid," "The Tough-and-Go Raid," "The Field of Death Raid," "The
Hickory, Dickory Dock Raid," "The Tug-of-War Raid," "The Never-Say-Die Raid" and "The Kill at
Koorlea Raid." Additional Actors: Dick Sargent, Gilbert Green, Louise Sorel, Doreen McLean, Jay
Novello, Richard Davalos, Robert Knapp, Jack Bannon, Albert Paulsen, Nick George, Gary Lasdun,
Brioni Farrell, Michael Shillo, Bo Hopkins, Frank Marth, Fabrizio Mioni, William Watson. Fox
Criminal Law After getting blue-blooded client Martin Thiel (Kevin Bacon) acquitted of murder,
defense attorney Ben Chase (Gary Oldman) suffers a crisis of conscience when he learns that Thiel is
not only guilty but an icy serial killer to boot. Torn between professional ethics and an obligation to
safeguard society, Chase opts for the middle ground and soon becomes enmeshed in a dicey cat-andmouse game in director Martin Campbell's courtroom thriller. Fox
Prehistoric Park Travel back in time millions of years with adventurer Nigel Marven, whose task is
to track down dinosaurs and bring them back to the present day. At Prehistoric Park, Marven and his
team of trained animal handlers will care for these magnificent and dangerous creatures. Amazing
effects in this impressive series seamlessly merge dinosaurs and real actors, who explain how the
beasts fit into the food chain, both in their time and in our own. Anchor Bay / BCI
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Perry Mason Season 2 Volume 1 First conceived in the books of Erle Stanley Gardner, Perry Mason
was an ingenious criminal defense lawyer able to solve the most difficult of cases with his incredible
courtroom prowess. Screen legend Raymond Burr brought the character to indelible life in the classic
1950s television series Perry Mason, which singlehandedly set the standard for later courtroom dramas like L.A. Law and Law & Order. This collection presents the first 20 episodes of the long-running series' second season. Disk 1 includes the following episodes: "The Case of the Corresponding
Corpse," "The Case of the Lucky Loser," "The Case of the Pint-Sized Client" and "The Case of the
Sardonic Sergeant." Additional Actors: Martha Wentworth, Jeanne Cooper, Joan Staley, Ross Elliott,
William Ching, Patricia Medina, Douglas Kennedy, Tyler MacDuff, Bruce Bennett, John Bleifer, Guy
Rennie, John Eldridge, Morris Ankrum, Heather Angel, Nita Talbot, Eduardo Ciannelli, Elisha Cook
Jr., Bobby Clark, Eleanor Audley, Joseph Mell, Than Wyenn, Eddie Marr, Paul Bryar, Russell
Thorson, Grant Richards, Barbara Luna, Paul Picerni, Harry Johnson, John Archer, Wendell Holmes .
Disk 2 includes the following episodes: "The Case of the Curious Bride," "The Case of the Buried
Clock," "The Case of the Married Moonlighter" and "The Case of the Jilted Jockey." Additional
Actors: James Seay, Christine White, Max Showalter, John Hoyt, Dorothy Neumann, Michael Emmet,
Tommy Cook, Lewis Charles, S. John Launer, Howard Wendell, Gil Frye, Robert Foulk, Paul Fix,
Charles Cooper, Phil Chambers, Olan Soule, Stacy Harris, Arthur Franz, Fern Barry, Nolan Leary,
Barbara Lawrence, Roy Engel, June Vincent. Disk 3 includes the foilowing episodes: "The Case of
the Purple Woman," "The Case of the Fancy Figures," "The Case of the Perjured Parrot" and "The
Case of the Shattered Dream." Additional Actors: George Macready, Bethel Leslie, Rhys Williams,
Doris Singleton, Donald Murphy, Stephen Bekassy, Edwin Jerome, Harvey Stephens, Frank Silvera,
William Phipps, David McMahon, Ray Kellogg, Joseph Kearns, Jason Johnson, Robert Griffin, Frank
Ferguson, Pamela Branch. Disk 4 includes the following episodes: "The Case of the Borrowed
Brunette," "The Case of the Glittering Goldfish" and "The Case of the Footloose Doll." Additional
Actors: John Stephenson, Herman Rudin, Sheila Bromley, Adrienne Marden, Margaret Field, Cecil
Kellaway, May Wynn, Jacqueline Scott, Catherine McLeod, Gage Clarke, Murvyn Vye, John Bryant,
Barton MacLane, Robert Bray, Betty Lou Gerson, Eve McVeagh. Paramount
Diagnosis Murder 2nd Season The long-running CBS television series Diagnosis Murder offers a
clever hybrid of the medical-drama and murder-mystery genres. Comedy legend Dick Van Dyke
anchors the series as Dr. Mark Sloan, a hospital physician who helps his detective son, Steve (Van
Dyke's real-life son, Barry), solve crimes for the Los Angeles Police Department. Warm, witty, and
family-friendly, this collection presents every episode from the series' second season. Disk 1 includes
the following episodes: "Many Happy Returns," "A Very Fatal Funeral," " Woman Trouble" and "The
Busy Body." Additional Actors: Holland Taylor, Craig Wasson, Kelly Mullis, Sam Anderson, Robin
Riker, Frank Birney, Gary Kasper, Dakin Matthews, Michelle Phillips, Richard Stahl, William Allen
Young, Ray Abruzzo, Khrystyne Haje, Lisa Chess, Tim Haldeman, Chris Maher, Sally Kellerman,
Ben Masters, Janet Julian, Raymond O'Connor, Victoria Jackson, Tim Bagley, Bill Macy, Debra Jo
Rupp. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "My Four Husbands," "Murder Most Vial," "You Can
Call Me Johnson" and "Georgia on My Mind." Additional Actors: Morgan Fairchild, Heidi Kling,
David Naughton, Sal Viscuso, Gerrit Graham, Will MacMillan, Eva Loseth, Jon Clair, J.P. Bumstead,
Wendy Phillips, Amy Steel, Christine Belford, John Rubinstein, David Kagen, Anne Betancourt,
Nicole Sullivan, Alice Ghostley, Mark Rolston, Abe Vigoda, Jennifer Hetrick, Daphne Ashbrook,
Glynis Barber, Stephen Nichols, Kurt Fuller Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Last Laugh
(Part 1)," "The Last Laugh (Part 2)," "Death By Extermination" and "Standing Eight Count."
Additional Actors: Dyan Cannon, Matthew Glave, Crystal Chappell, Harley Venton, Jamie Luner,
David Cromwell, Stephen Root, Jack Blessing, Robin Sachs, Joel Polis, Kari Lizer, Betty White, John
Walter Davis, Sara Perry, Robert Crow, Stanley Kamel, Steven Williams, David Labiosa, Troy Beyer,
Erik King, John Cassini, Dana Wheeler-Nicholson, Bree Walker Lampley. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "The Bela Lugosi Blues," "The New Healers," "Call Me Incontestable" and "A Blast
From the Past." Additional Actors: Julie Carmen, Tim Dunigan, Phil Morris, Andrew Williams,
William Converse-Roberts, Bill Mondy, Ian Ogilvy, Melora Hardin, Denise Crosby, Diedrich Bader,
Carlos Lacamara, John Apicella, Rainer Grant, Talia Balsam, Anthony Addabbo, Ron Recasner, Lois
De Banzie, Rebecca Chambers, Renee Coleman, Mary-Pat Green, Andrea Leithe, Finn Carter,
Carolyn Lowery, Pepe Serna, Jack Coleman. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Playing for
Keeps," "Sea No Evil" and "How to Murder Your Lawyer." Additional Actors: Bobby Hosea, Yvette
Nipar, Joel Brooks, Alex Datcher, Sam Jenkins, Nancy Everhard, Holland Taylor, Janet Gunn, Robert
Guy Miranda, Sarah Buxton, James Gleason, Sam J. Jones, Jason Court, Mitchell Whitfield, Leah
Remini, Kenneth Mars, Keith Coogan, Mark Moses, Vic Polizos, Lorna Scott, Cliff DeYoung. Disc 6
includes the following episodes: "Naked Babes," "Death in the Daytime" and "My Baby is Out of this
World." Additional Actors: Bo Jackson, Kim Johnston Ulrich, Robin McKee, Boyd Kestner, Dwight
Schultz, Lori Pendergast, Lauralee Bell, Eric Braeden, Melody Thomas Scott, Jeanne Cooper, Kristoff
St. John, Heather Tom, Robert Gossett, Jason Carter, Vincent Ventresca, Bryn Erin, Jacqueline
Obradors, Doug Hutchison, Mercedes McNab. Paramount
Hogan's Heroes 6th & Final Season Despite a historically and morally questionable premise, the
1960s sitcom Hogan's Heroes was wildly popular during its premiere run and continues to remain one
of the most classic (not to mention utterly unique) comedy series in television history. Set in a Nazi
prison camp during World War II, the series follows a group of Allied POWs--Englishman Peter
Newkirk (a pre-Family Feud Richard Dawson), Frenchman Louis LeBeau (Robert Clary), and
Americans Andrew Carter (Larry Hovis) and James Kinchloe (Ivan Dixon, one of the first AfricanAmerican actors to get equal billing)--led by the irrepressible Colonel Robert Hogan (Bob Crane) in
their hilarious attempts to sabotage the Nazi war effort. Though often mischaracterized as a tasteless
gloss on the real-life horrors of Nazi Germany (the series was set in a prisoner-of-war camp, rather
than concentration camp), Hogan's Heroes was intended as parody and certainly pulled no punches in
its unflattering depiction of idiotic Nazi officers such as the pompous Colonel Klink (Werner
Klemperer), bumbling Sergeant Schultz (John Banner), and irascible General Burkhalter (Leon
Askin)--in fact, Klemperer, Banner, and Askin were all Jewish, and Clary was a Holocaust survivor.
This collection presents every episode of the series' sixth and final season. Disk 1 includes the following episodes: "Cuisine à la Stalag 13," "The Experts," "Klink's Masterpiece," "Lady Chitterly's Lover
(Part 1)," "Lady Chitterly's Lover (Part 2)" and "The Gestapo Takeover." Additional Actors: John
Hoyt, Chet Stratton, David Morick, Jay Sheffield, Brenda Benet, Barbara Babcock, Sabrina Scharf,
Victoria Carroll, Jon Cedar, David Frank, Anne Rogers, Harold Gould, Bernard Fox, Joseph Ruskin,
Bruce Kirby, Martin Kosleck, Richard Alden. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Kommandant
Schultz," "Eight O'Clock and All Is Well," "The Big Record," "It's Dynamite," "Operation Tiger" and
"The Big Broadcast." Additional Actors: Richard Alden, Walter Smith, Monte Markham, Dick Wilson,
Howard Caine, Leon Askin, John Myhers, Jack Riley, Sigrid Valdis, Michael Fox, Frank Marth,
Arlene Martel, David Morick, David Frank, Walter Janowitz, Willard Sage, John Crawford, Jay
Sheffield, Buck Young, James B. Sikking. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Gypsy," "The
Dropouts," "Easy Come, Easy Go," "The Meister Spy," "That's No Lady, That's My Spy" and "To
Russia Without Love." Additional Actors: Sigrid Valdis, John Stephenson, Ben Wright, Chris Anders,
Howard Caine, Gordon Pinsent, Paul Lambert, Brett Parker, George Gaynes, Judson Morgan, William
Beckley, Alan Bergmann, Alice Ghostley, Diana Chesney, Leon Askin, H.M. Wynant, Ruta Lee. Disc
4 includes the following episodes: "Klink For The Defense," "The Kamikazes Are Coming,"
"Kommandant Gertrude," "Hogan's Double Life," "Look at the Pretty Snowflakes" and "Rockets or
Romance." Additional Actors: Sandy Kenyon, Lynette Mettey, Karl Bruck, Leon Askin, Howard
Caine, Richard Alden, Erik Stern, Nita Talbot, Henry Corden, Chris Anders, Kathleen Freeman, Lee
Bergere, Johnny Haymer, Leslie Parrish, John Hoyt, David Frank, Dick Wilson, Edward Knight,
Harold J. Stone, Marlyn Mason, Norman Alden. Paramount
The One-Armed Swordsman Half the limbs means twice the action in a fierce duel that features
physically challenged warriors battling for supremacy. After the One-Armed Swordsman evens the
odds by relieving his foe, the Dragon Masked Bandit, of one of his arms, the stage is set for an epic
clash that goes all the way to the Shaolin Temple. Shaw Brothers legends Yu Wang and David Chiang
star in -- and co-direct -- this classic kung fu adventure. Weinstein / Genius
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Al Pacino Collection: Chinese Coffee Harry Levine (Al Pacino) is a washed-up writer -- or so he
fears who wants nothing more than success and happiness. Somehow, though, he seems to always
find himself straying from his grand plan. Hoping for an honest review of his work, Levine spends an
hour with his friend Jake Manheim (Jerry Orbach), a man whose wisdom abounds in the twilight of
his life. But can an old dog like Harry learn new and, ultimately, more life-affirming tricks?, The
Local Stigmatic Two working-class Englishmen spend most of their off-hours discussing greyhound
racing and Winston Churchill. They also read newspapers, especially the tablioids and society pages.
One day, in a bar, they meet a movie star they've read about and proceed (without apparent reason) to
savagely beat the man. Al Pacino directs and stars in this drama based on the play by Heathcote
Williams. Paul Guilfoyle and Joseph Mayer also star., Looking For Richard Academy Award winner
and renowned thespian Al Pacino searches for a way to channel Shakespeare's flawed hero in this
self-effacing documentary that faithfully chronicles what went on behind the scenes when the Bard's
"Richard III" was revived for the New York stage. What results is an intimate peek into the life of
modern-day theatre and how a wondrous piece is continually honed for audiences right up until curtain time., Also featured is the documentary "Babbleonia," chronicling Pacino's early years as an
actor. Fox
52 Pick-Up Elmore Leonard supplied the novel on which John Frankenheimer based this film, which
stars Roy Scheider as affluent businessman Harry Mitchell. A middle-aged Korean War veteran whose
metallurgical company has recently landed a hefty government contract, Harry is content with the
world. Then, one day, three blackmailers, led by the sleazy Alan Raimy (John Glover), appear with a
videotape of Harry making love to his topless-dancer girlfriend, which they threaten to send to his
politically aspiring wife, Barbara (Ann-Margret), unless he forks over $110,000. Harry refuses to pay,
deciding to solve the problem by telling all to his wife. After his confession, she tells him she suspected as much and even wonders why he bothered telling her. Raimy next moves on to plan B: He shows
Harry a video of his girlfriend being murdered with his own gun. Although shaken, Harry still refuses
to pay, deciding this time to formulate a plan to provide a much-needed education for his tormentors.
Fox
Fight Club is narrated by a lonely, unfulfilled young man (Edward Norton) who finds his only comfort in feigning terminal illness and attending disease support groups. Hopping from group to group,
he encounters another pretender, or "tourist," the morose Marla Singer (Helena Bonham Carter), who
immediately gets under his skin. However, while returning from a business trip, he meets a more
intriguing character--the subversive Tyler Durden (Brad Pitt). They become fast friends, bonding over
a mutual disgust for corporate consumer-culture hypocrisy. Eventually, the two start Fight Club,
which convenes in a bar basement where angry men get to vent their frustrations in brutal, bareknuckle bouts. Fight Club soon becomes the men's only real priority; when the club starts a crosscountry expansion, things start getting really crazy. Like Tyler Durden himself, director David
Fincher’s Fight Club, based on the novel by Chuck Palahniuk, is startlingly aggressive and gleefully
mischievous as it skewers the superficiality of American pop culture. Outstanding performances by
Norton and Pitt are supported by a razor-sharp script and an arsenal of stunning visual effects that
include computer animation and sleight-of-hand editing. One of the most unique films of the late 20th
century, Fight Club is a pitch-black comedy of striking intensity. Fox
Cast Away Tom Hanks is Chuck Noland, a man in a hurry. His job for Federal Express has him traveling the world on a moment's notice, exhorting the company's employees to speed things up--"never
turn your back on the clock." When he's suddenly called away for business on Christmas night, his
tolerant longtime girlfriend Kelly (Helen Hunt) drives him to the airport. They have their Christmas in
the car--and Chuck plunks an engagement ring into her lap right before he gets on the plane, telling
her, "I'll be right back." But an unexpected storm cuts the plane's crew off from radio contact and
blows them off course. Chuck is the sole survivor of the resulting crash, and washes up on a completely deserted island. Stranded there, he must give up everything that he once took for granted and
learn how to survive all alone in the wilderness. From director Robert Zemeckis, CAST AWAY is a
story of adventure and discovery surrounding one man's will to stay alive. Fox
Die Hard Collection "Die Hard": A New York City policeman, John McClane, visiting his estranged
wife and two daughters on Christmas Eve, joins her at a holiday party in the headquarters of the
Japanese-owned business she works for. But the festivities are interrupted by a group of terrorists who
take over the exclusive high-rise, and everyone in it. Very soon the cop realizes that there's no one to
save the hostages -- but him. "Die Hard 2: Die Harder": An action-packed sequel to the 1989 film
"Die Hard." While former New York City cop John McClane, now a member of the Los Angeles
Police Department, waits to pick up his wife in DC's Dulles Airport, gunmen suddenly commandeer
the building. They're intent on rescuing a drug-dealing foreign despot who's being brought to the US
to stand trial. And once again McClane finds himself enmeshed in a terrorist plot that only he can prevent. Die Hard With a Vengeance The third installment of the "Die Hard" series. Hard-luck New York
cop John McClane realizes once again that trouble always has a way of finding him. This time it
comes in the form of Simon, whose brother Hans Gruber was the villainous mastermind killed by
McClane in the first "Die Hard." Simon sets out to avenge Hans's death in a rather perverse manner:
periodically, he plants a bomb somewhere in New York City (a subway car or an elementary school,
for example). Then he calls McClane with a difficult riddle, and a time allotment for solving it. The
answer to the riddle reveals the bomb site. McClane and Zeus, a Black shopkeeper who saves
McClane's life and then is forced to join him, wind up in numerous deadly situations as they continuously struggle to save the Big Apple from Simon's bombs. But Simon has other devious plans besides
killing McClane: namely to rob the Federal Reserve Bank -- which houses more gold than Fort Knox.
Color; 4-Disc Set; Bonus Movie Money; Single Disc Versions. 4-Disc Set Disc 1: Die Hard, Disc 2:
Die Harder, Disc 3: Die Hard With A Vengeance, Disc 4: The Die Hard Collection Supplemental
Material. Additional Release Material: Featurettes "Inside Look: Live Free Or Die Hard", "Wrong
Guy, Wrong Place, Wrong Time: A Look Back At Die Hard", "The Continuing Adventures of John
McClane". Fox
The Omen American ambassador Robert Thorn and his lovingly dedicated wife are expecting a child.
But when the infant is stillborn a mysterious Italian priest convinces the diplomat to clandestinely
adopt another of the hospital's newborn children. Thorn takes the priest's advice without telling his
wife about their loss. After five short happy years together, things start to go wrong: the family's au
pair commits suicide, Father Brennan warns Robert about the child's strange nature, and an archaeologist tries to convince ambassador Thorn that the boy is the anti-Christ incarnate. Fox
Miss Potter Renee Zellweger stars as the best-selling children’s author and illustrator Beatrix Potter in
the biopic Miss Potter. Set in Victorian England, the film follows Potter’s life, from a little girl with a
wild imagination and a fascination for woodland animals to an independent young woman in pursuit
of a career in illustration and storytelling, despite the urging of her domineering mother to follow in
her footsteps in high society. After struggling to find a publisher who would take her ideas and talent
seriously, Miss Potter finally landed a chance with Frederick Warne & Company. While she worked
diligently with her publisher--the youngest of the Warne brothers, Norman (Ewan McGregor)--on her
debut book, The Tale Of Peter Rabbit, the two fell in love and became secretly engaged. They continued to work together on the follow-up books, which would make her one of the most beloved and
bestselling authors of all time. Zellweger lights up the screen with her portrayal as Potter, revealing
that the woman who hid behind the children’s books led a fascinating and sometimes dramatic life.
The film celebrates Potter’s creativity and innovation, illustrating how she was a woman ahead of her
time who--despite her high social standing--still took pleasure in the simple things in life. Zellweger
and McGregor have tremendous on-screen chemistry, and Emily Watson, who plays Norman’s sister
Millie, contributes a fantastic supporting-role performance. Weinstein / Genius
Charley's Aunt Jack Benny stars in this uproarious farce as an Oxford undergrad who goes to
extremes to help his roommates win the hearts of their lady friends. To entertain two young women,
Jack Chesney (James Ellison) and Charley Wyckham (Richard Haydn) need a chaperone. But when
Charley's aunt can't attend, Lord Fancourt Babberly (Benny) dons drag to stand in. Arleen Whelan and
Anne Baxter co-star in this classic comedy based on Brandon Thomas's play. Fox

